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Chapel Reopening Ceremonies Begin

1

By CINDY LYLE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Reopening ceremonies for the
fully redecorated and refurnished
Memorial Chapel will commence
this afternoon at 2 o’clock in the
chapel.
First dedicated in 1947 as a memorial to the more than 4500 SJS
students, faculty and alumni who
served in the Armed Forces dui.-
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ing World War II, the nonsectarian chapel was built entirely
with private donations.
Located just south of the Tower
Hall area, the chapel has been used
for 15 years as a facility for club
activities, speeches, weddings and
personal meditation.
The only chapel located on a
California State College campus,
SJS’ Memorial Chapel was closed

SJS MEMORIAL CHAPEL, fully redecorated and refurnished,

will be formally reopened in ceremonies beginning at 2 o’clock
this afternoon. The most striking addition to the chapel is a large
stained glass window, seen above from inside the chapel. The
window was designed and constructed by Harry Powers, assistant
professor of art. Other additions to the chapel include permanent
walnut pews, red carpeting, lighting fixtures, a lectern and fables.
The exterior of the chapel is shown at right.
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MUN Passes

.7

Spolter Termed ’Hypocritical’
7

Student Council yesterday allocated $456 to Model United Nations on ASH Pres. Jerry Spolter’s
motion, despite the fact John
Bruckman, ASH treasurer, called
the motion "the most hypocritical
act that I have seen in four years
of student government."
Bruckman made the comment in
reference to Spolier’s veto of the
$1,500 MUN budget last week.
"Spotter blasted the MUN program
in his veto message last week and
yesterday at FAR I Financial Advisory Board I turned around and
proposed a new allocation for
MUN."
Spolter commented to the Daily
after the meeting, "The reasoning
behind my ostensibly abrupt reverse in philosophy is quite simple:
I am in basic agreement with the
MUN program but not to the tune
of 1,500 bucks. As a result of yesterday’s council action, MUN is
allowed to exist, yet forced to do
what many other groups must

raise some of their own money.
This results in an over $700 saving
to the students."
The $456 that council allocated
to MUN will cover school and delegate fees but not transportation
costs.
STUDENT REFERENDUM
Phil Whitten’s resolution that a
student body vote be held on the
distribution of birth control information and contraceptive devices at the Health Center did not
pass. Dick Miner, graduate representative, told council that a
student referendum on a variety
of issues including the war in Viet
Nam, the draft, and birth control
policy was being planned.
Whitten’s resolution that the
Attorney General Ira Meltzer be
directed to investigate discriminatory practices of fraternities and
sororities was sent to the Campus
Policy Committee for study.
Whitten’s final resolution directing Pres. Clark to amend the rul-

’Winter Carnival’ in ’67
Could Become Reality
I IV hying tnude for
11,1
assistant, and Steve Ilassett. presiPrera
the first SJS -Winter Carnival." to dent of the Ski Club to develop the
program and it is their coordinate.,
be held during the semester break,
efforts which have brought about
announeod Jerry Spotter. ASH
"such encouraging results."
president.
Stroller said he feels that so
The idea is not a new one to many SJS students will benefit
campus ski enthusiasts. Spoiler from such an event that it merits
said he had discovered plans for the sponsorship of student governsuch an event in the ASH files ment. "For this reason." he conwhich date leek to the 1950,s.
tinued, "I have established an ’ad
excited as hoe’ President’s "Winter Carnival"
The presi.lent
te. and I am asking all inbe elaborated on the details ol the
proposed carnival, that he ’,id., tiiested students to meet in Mor.,s - i
Dailey Auditorium, Monday at
not sit still in his chair.
()brined, "Some
..iu p.m.
are that wo
I hope that students who have
have been assured by a ski resort that they will provide re- at tended other colleges which have
duced rates, plus bands for dances, participated in such events will attrophies for contests, and some tend the meeting," he concluded.
The carnival is tentatively schedTahoe "a -go-go" elubs are willing
to allow redueed rates for other uled for the semester break and
will last for four days, which are
night activity."
Thy president said that he has to include one of the two weekappointed Keit Lillie, executive ends.

ing prohibiting the use of bullhorns on Seventh Street was referred to the Finance Committee.
Whitten asked that the use of
bullhorns be permitted on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
during class breaks.
Christmas was an issue that
brought debate at yesterday’s
meeting. Miner proposed a resolution asking that the ASH president
not spend money on Christmas
cards this year. Miner explained,
"The addressing and mailing of
the cards takes a tremendous
amount of time. Last year 300
cards were sent out and only six
came back."
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Kathy Eddins, freshman representative, countered, "This is ridiculous. When you send out 50
Christmas cards and oniy get 20
back you don’t stop sending them."
Miner replied, "That’s not the
point. The money used on Christmas cards could he given to charity or to a person who needs it
rather than sending cards, which
mean very little in the end."
By a vote of 6-9-0, council indicated that Christmas cards were
in order.
An FAI3 recommendation that
council allocate $100 to III, Engi-

Sparta Life Holds
Portrait Signups
Senior and master’s degree candidates are requested to sign up
today and tomorrow for pictures
to appear in the spring edition of
Sparta Life.
Appointments are being taken in
Building V. 177 S. 10th St.. from
8:45 am to 4:30 p.m. Special
sign-up hours tonight are from
5:30 to S.
Photos will he taken by Keith
Cole Studios, Redwood City. Male
students are urged to wear ties
and coats and women students to
wear dark clothing.
The $3.50 picture fee includes a
subscription to both spring and fall
editions of Sparta Life. The spring
Issue will he mailed to January
graduates,

neering Department for the Tree
Lighting Ceremony was passed
by the council, 10-3-3, although
Whitten protested the use of
monies for religious ceremonies.
"This is a violation of the church
and state ruling which says that
monies collected by a state college
cannot be used to support secular
religious holidays. Would council
be willing to allocate monies for
Hanukkah?" The matter was informally sent to the Judiciary for
their opinion.

at the beginning of May for extensive interiim modernization.
Conmletely now red carpeting
has been installed, the chapel has
been repainted and its landscaping
completed by buildings and grounds
men, and permanent walnut pews
which scat 96 have replaced the
folding chairs previously used.
New lighting fixtures have been
Installed, including hanging ceiling

lamps of glass and brass made by
local art fixture shop and a candelabra created by David Hatch,
associate professor of art. Spotlights for the altar area also have
been added.
A new organ has been installed
in the chapel, and an audio system for playing taped music will
be added later. Musical programs
will be scheduled at intervals
throughout the week.
New altar furniture, a lectern
and tables also have been added.
Probably the most striking feature of the renovated chapel is the
large stained glass window designed and executed by Harry
Powers, assistant professor of art.
for the north wall of the chapel.
REDS AND ORANGES
The window, its brilliant array
of reds and oranges now sparkling
against red carpeting, was three
months in the making.
Consisting of four vertical panels, the method employed for the
construction of the window was
developed by Powers in 1964 under a grant from the SJS Foundation for the study of adhesives.
The technique is to attach small
pieces of colored glass to both
sides of heavy plate glass with
epoxy glue. "This allows for a window which is structually very
strong," Powers explained. "It also
lets the edges of each piece of
glass show up and reflect light
more brilliantly."
a

Weather Washes Out
Spartan City Drive
Rainy weather this week made Spartan City residents, had ofmake a
life miserable in more than one fered their services t
twoo groups in
way for the residents of Spartan joint effort of the
supporting SJS married student
City.
housing.
On Tuesday, Wednesday and toCommenting on his group’s
day, the Residents To Preserve scheduled meeting with the CaliMarried Student Housing, from fornia State College Board of
Spartan City, had planned to set Trustees in Hayward on either
up booths on Seventh Street, in Tuesday or Wednesday, Marcello
front of the bookstore and else- predicted,. "It looks Os though we’ll
where.
have to go with what we’ve got.
Their purpose was to gain SJS
DATA TO TRUSTES
student support, via petition signa"It looks doubtful that we will
tures, for their campaign to save
be able to get the petition drive
married student housing at all
off the ground by the end of this
California state colleges.
week," he said, "so we’ll just have
The heavy rain and general sogto make our presentation to the
gy circumstances on campus, howboard of trustees with the reports,
ever, have all but snuffed out their
statistics, data and other informahopes to add student momentum
tion we have at hand."
to their drive.
Spartan City is slated for par"This petition idea has all but
tial demolition in the summer of
fallen through," Jim Marchello,
1967 to make room for the relospokesman for the group, said yescation of the SJS maintenance
terday.
yard now on the central campus.
SKY FELL IN
This week’s scheduled campaign
"Every night this week we have for petition signatures supporting
been making phone calls to all the state college married student houspeople who volunteered to man the ing was to be the final step in
booths for us," Marchello ex- the residents’ two-month drive to
plained, "but each time we got save Spartan City before they
everyone prepared, the sky fell in." meet with the board of trustees
Various ASH officers, besides next week.

This process has been possible
only during the past 10 years with
the development of adequately
strong adhesives. Powers added.
ABSTRACT DESIGN
Powers explained that the design of the window is abstract
primarily so that "people may get
out of it what they want." He
commented that the design
shouldn’t contain solely Christian
symbolism, since the chapel is intended for use by all faiths.
The design itself underwent an
interesting metamorphosis. After
Powers had completed his original design, he heard the Russian
composer Igor Stravinsky conduct
his own Symphony of the Psalms
at the San Francisco Opera House.
So impressed was Powers by the
music that he scrapped his first
set of designs. "My original plans
looked shabby after I heard that
concert, so I redesigned the whole
window."
The glass used in the window,
purchased in West Virginia, is the
best available in this country, according to Powers. "It is blown
through pipes, which gives it an
uneven texture." he reported.
FORMAL CEREMONY
Conducting the formal reopening ceremony will be Bishop Donald H. Tippett, bishop of the California-Nevada Council of the
Methodist Church. Also on the
program will be SJS Pres, Robert
D. Clark; Dean of Students Stanley Benz, who will give a brief
history of the chapel; Dr. Harold
DeBey, chairman of the Academic
Council: and Jerry Spolter, ASB
president.
Musical portions of the ceremony will be solos from Handel’s
"Messiah" and "Samson" by soprano Janet Williamson, SJS soph(Continued on Page 3)

Engineering
AAeeting Set
The SJS Center tor Interdisciplinary Studies headed by Dr. R. P.
Loomba. professor of electrical engineering, will sponsor a national
symposium on engineering unemployment Saturday from 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Five studies will be presented
on the effects of layoffs of engineers. The studies were made by
Dr. Joseph Mooney, Princeton University Professor of Economics,
who studied the Boston area: Dr.
Walter Langway. superintendent
of the New York State Department
of Employment, who studied the
Long Island area, and Dr. Leslie
Fishman, professor of Economics
at the University of Colorado, who
studied the Denver area. Other
studies were done by Dr. Robert
Brandwein of United Research,
Inc., who studied Seattle, Washington and Dr. R. P. Loomba, who
studied the San Francisco Bay
Area.

Hunters Rampant

Lions Lionized by Paint, Tar and Feathers
By ROGER BROWN
Spartan Dally Staff Writer

The members of SAE never toenails were painted red to make
know what to expect when they the lions look like a pair of pussyThe two white cement lions walk out of the house for morn- cats.
The SJS student hunters remain
which guard the entrance to the ing classes. One morning the lions
Sigma

Alpha

unknown. Today the lion pair remained darkened from tar and the
SAE game wardens are searching
for the lion hunters.

Epsilon Fraternity

house have been the prey of night
hunters

since

their

arrival

in

spring, 1966.
Poachers traditionally emerge
from deep in the night to attack
the SAE kings of beastssymbols
of power and strength.
The 400 pound lion statues, donated by the SAE National Chapter in Evanston, Ill., were planted
by the pledge class of spring, 1966.
On the first night in their new
domain one lion was kidnapped
while SAE game wardens slept.
This was the beginning of a
history of pranks on the white
beasts. Just last week several
hunters, in an attempt to tante
the wild lions, tarred and feathered
them and the front eel the SAN
house.
The night before SJS’ football
game with University of the Pacific. several UOP students painted
blark and orange stripes on the
lion’s manes to resemble the UOP
Tigers.
During their first year in the
SAE game reserve, the lions have
been painted a conglomeration of
different colors. One night they
were painted bright pink,

SAE LIONS ag4in fell victim to pranksters when
they were tarred and feathered last week. This
is nothing new. Almost every week a new kind

of

attack is made on the two white beasts.
Students traditionally have abused the lions
since their arrival in spring, 1966.
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11, S1EI E KECII
Again the Est aldisliment and its lacke,s
are calling for cessa
of dissent. saying
*hat these protests against the war somehow will cause it i the wart to drag on
interminably.
It is claimed that the protests are "mot
in the best interests of America" because
dies- create an a
phere of "olivis "
altielt will "delude our enemies" Moot
Ill’. lug we are "weak."
It is bandied about Mai the New Left
is "unpatriotic" because its members don’t
support the Stiperpatriot hypothesis of
"My country, right or wrong."
I submit that the New Left is the most
patriotic group of people in this nai
today. If there tver was a group that
subscribes to the founding principles (of
Ibis nation awl to the principles of freedom for all men, it is the New Left.
Patriotism is not mere blind obedience
to the dictates of the government or of
sonic powerful interest group. It is a love
of country and a desire to see that nat.
lead the world in the struggle for freed

LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Staff Editorial

Greeks Face Crisis
dsjIS are facing a

Tlie Greek.,
ithin

rrisis
of

their system.

image

be-
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sensele.s
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radicalism.
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number of rushees.

.% comparison of the number of college Merl

Mill %% omen
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11M1110.11*

of
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pledged

1963

the spring siVillesi el’ Of

in

14 it Ill HIV

spring of

11!)015

shows an a%erage decrease of 25 per

pledge half
that untidier this fall. Yes. the decline

vent. Smite houses did not

is real and the Greek system is -hurting.If the percentage continues to drop

wester. within live
itt
years 75 per edIt le \ser St Wien
go through rush.
ear after year the all -fraternity
and sorority grade point a%erages
5 per cent e%rry

are below

)
women’s

receive a

ttien’s and

Sororities traditionally
than

higher (#l’A

die

fra-

and achieve close to the all -

ternities

college

GP 1.

the all

average

every

semester.

ternities. him e% er. seem

Fra-

tee fall a lull

ler 15%041’11(1e. of a point below
the all -college average es cry semester.
These statistics show that either the

studious as the average college students or that "Greek
life" detraels felon or is not eonducive
to studying.
The Greeks feel there is an over-all
lawk of Greek spirit. not enough unity
and too 11111(.11 unnecessary competition
between houses. There also is a lack
id publicity of worthwhile functions
and services: instead. their bad points
Greeks are not as

are emphasized.
Further deeline is caused by a lack
SCS. Unof cooperation between I
approved housing is easily available
expensive.
and I.
The student trend is toward more
hull% iduali-tic thinkinga need to be
on your own with no reliance on an
exterior object. New students seem to
has e a more mature. serious attitude
toward! school. They are not as interested in the "Irk olity" of a house.
The &dine is not only at SJS but
u here. Belonging to a fraalmost et%
ternity or sorority no longer is a status
sv inbol. It no longer is necessary to
R.H.
he a "Greets" tee be accepted.

Meaning of Patriotism
early American patriot. fighting
for the cause of freedom. regretted
that he had only life to give for his
.Nti

country. Today groups of Amerivan
"patriots" reject the idea of giv ing
any American lives for the (muse of
fret-dhoti.
1 et these groups stand on their Godgiv en rights as free men and preach
ideas that Only cai undermine their
rights.
They ran be seen at SP-% with ’Joined

merrily about the ealIlut iiiiii tiring the armed forces and
the draft.

bands_ tripping

’Hwy picket fellow

\ nierieans whose

uniformed presence overseas is
guaranteeing the right of free men to
picket. They Weill to feel they should
ha % e all the freedoms of America with.
any show of reasonable responsibility.
They can find no wrong in subversive groups or in the violent overthrow of the free people of Asia. They
do. however. find the thought of servtry for two years
ing their c
rrible.
Hwy gather in such areas as Seventh
Street at SJS. the Cal campus at Berkeley and the Ilaight-.Asbury district
of San Francisco to dr
up ways to
C.V.
run the world of free men

"You’re probably wondering why I’ve called all of you
together . . ."

’Same Old Place’

Tunny Name Knockers’
By JIM BAILEY
Put away the coffee pot or whatever
kind of pot you are used to there is
something better to do this week.
This is the week of the comedy of
errors. The student directory has completed its ro iiiii I trip via Texas and come
back with its usual bundle of half truths.
Students are playing several games with
this little abortion of the Greek alphabet.
A hundred student detectives presently
are forsaking the candlelight benefits of
the James Bond life in search of the book’s
big lies.
When the pi
rings at 11:30 a.m, and
hungover loser calls you and wants
b
to apologize to Marilyn for last night, the
game takes on a new twist find Marilyn
or get your telephone number changed.
Once there are 110 more wrong n iiiii ben(
to oliacover, there still are many interesting

11111111GEll
13,
The reseolitti iiii put forth to repudiate
the John Birch Society f NMI the 5.15
1
g Republi( ans repudiated itself at
a meeting Inesolas that Iwnefited no
much lo-- the image of the licpublican
part, on this campus.
Hating prontoted such a resolution was
senseless because the author failed to do
the job of cottnpletels definiug esery aspect
and statentent of ihe document.
Therefore, the action taken his the voting
boil, of die 1ill, times 11111 1111%111 by any
stretch of the imagination dull the I Hs
support or c Ione the philosophy and
actisities of Ilse John Itirchers, agueness
gli
in a piece of legislation is eallSte e
for tabling. ’,vet’ if the action at the lime
Inas he injorions to a group in onecc Is
or
HEN .B LICA REJECTION
Holding that the YRs oppose all forms
Of I tort .pus
that the John Birch Son iris’
is all extremist organization. diat the ’taI Republican leadership has repudir
ated the Society and that Me Society
has attempted to Kutner! a number of
Ilepublitsm grumps tel its 111511 soparate
ends. the uh,eu’lIIiieelt Went cal to say that
because of hilt-se- facts, citizens incorreed,
have associated the GOP hid’ the John
gilt
Birch Sociciv, and the Society has Ii

general ill feeling against Republicans and
rejection at the polls.
The 1 Its resolved to disassociate them-eh,- jr
all forms of the Society, seek
no import f
it and to acknowledge
the Birchers as a threat to the GOP. That
is all v.ell and good. But when the legislation’ suggested that John Birchers should
not be allowed to join the YRs, the writers
failed II, realize that this is as extreme
an act*
as some of the activities of the
Birchen( the-nest-h1--. Also, many of the
aectisatitoris were not backed up by valid
proof ill the legislation.
IIIHCH STIGMA
Deo, ing the right of free speech in a
-free market of ideas" is wrong and should
not he the acii llll of the YRs. Even though
thu Gt 11 is hlackened by the stigma of
Birch elements, and Republicans would
like tel get rid of the Society, legislators
should he a little more careful in how
the, got about ri
ing such a handlebar.
legislat.
endorsing that the
dub %mold not allow arts subversive at
tempts for control of the organization by
the !timbers in any way should be passeol.
It seems to me that the majority of the
menthes. are interested in helping the
GOP and the I Rs. and they will not
bates the g l
I where the John Birch
Soviets has geri ii i ii med.

(hie

SiS

coed even commutes

from

Coyote!
After looking up all the exotic hometowns, such as Lone Pine, Lompoc, Weed
anti Tipton, the next game is "Find ihe
hometown phony."
Shaptly Susie front hack home, you
discover, lives at some Ninth Street address that doesn’t even really exist. The
worst part is lasi sou iiii er sin. never mentioned that she would be going to Si S.
By this time the directory deteetive is
cynical enough for "knock the funny
name." Sorrs, the names art- not for publication, halt they are in there!

Readers Discuss Charity,
Image of Birch Society
Editor:

YR Resolution To Repudiate
Birchers Called ’Senseless’

Milpitas?

Thrust and Parry

What Happens to Charity
The Rest of the Year?

Staff Comment

tidltits in the director, to keep the de&
rated handgeron from studying.
llow can a boring bet tire cm the American shulilu compete anti the accomplishment of counting the number of underprivileged souls ,s ho spool their nights in

True, one can is a small thing, but it can
mean a lot to my self concept. Toss a can
into the box for the poor people, do some good
for those not members of the elect as I am.
And perhaps at Christmas I will give a toy,
all the more testimony to my gracious generosity and kindness.
And what about the rest of the days of
the year? Why, no matter, for the rest of the
year I do not see poor people; my eyes and
mind are blank. A few times a year, I will
perform this hollow little gestuie, not for anyone else, but for myself. A tribute to my
superiority, goodness and humanitarianism.
Mark Schroeder
A4735

Birchers’ Image, Danger
Linked to Their Attitude
Editor:
Our Young Republicans Tuesday night failed
to allow themselves a stand on the John Birch
Society by tabling a resolution to denounce It.
It seems clear to me that the Birchers
cannot be degraded for theit ideas or their
methods. Their ideas are radical hut nevertheless basically Republican; a Republican
organization could not possibly he justified
in denouncing such ideas as they stand. And
the Birch methods are legal and not at all
new. They are effective, thus making unhappy
only those who disagree with their stands.
The Republicans shouted "Power-grab!"
when the Birchers took over the top positions
or their California oiganizations, but this is
ill-founded. The Birchers are exceedingly hardworking and politically conscious. Must there
be a plot if people like that are bound in top

positions?
Someone

suggested that the image of the
Ylls is at stake. Pursuing this, we must ask
why, after all, do the Birchers trail a had

image? Obviously because of their attitude.
If there is a danger in the Birch Society, a
real danger, it is their attitude. An attitude
of open thought is absolutely essential for

the liberty of free thought to remain. Intellectual freedom stands on weak foundations
when minds are narrow. The college community is most acutely aware of this. Is there
any wonder the YR image is at stake?
All right, YRs, you’re faced with an image
of shallow narrowmindedness, and for good
reasons. Let us see a resolution denouncing
that, or be prepared to race a justifiably (in
my eyes at least) had image.

David connelly
Aft045

s

OPPOSITION T() CHANGE
Yet today, the United States government
stands at the forefront of opposition to
any change in the status quo. It is against
change. especially change that would
jeopardize the interests of its giant cot,
porat s in favor of the peasant masses
throughout the world.
Before we go much further, we must
realize that the U.S. never really has been
a country for freedom. We. the people,
base always been stepped on by big business, II, rich people, hs politicians, by
demagogues.
In the Declaration of Independence, it
states that "all men are created equal."
Note that it IttleS11.1 say "some," "white"
or "Protestant," but "all" num. Yet, why
is it that in the great 20th century we
still have racial hatreds, religious distrust,
and no compassion for our fellow man.
We see this hatred of "alien" people
again in the
gration quota used by
the Untied States mitil this very year of
1966. linden this system, people not of
British or other "while" racial stock were
severely discs’
ated against when it
came to establishing- citizenship or even
traveling in this country.
FEAR

LEGISLATION

States is so great and
forward a country, why was it the last
nat. on the face of the earth to eliminate
slavery? Why was it the last country to
pass laws on child labor? Why is it even
today AFRAID to pass laws against the
giant corporations which suck thelife-giving blood from the marrow of our
hones?
We need a government that can nationalize all of our basic industries steel,
banking, airlines, railroads and the major
food processing concerns. Of course, there
should he adequate compensation to those
who own these industries.
Then these industries would be roll for
the benefit of the people instead of the
personal aggrandizement of the privileged
If

the

United

few.

Also, instead of attacking such progressive innovations as medicare and welfare,
we should strengthen them. No one should
have to be thought less than a man just
because mother nature didn’t endow him
with the tools to gain economic sell.
stafficiency.

Staff Editorial

Blow to Individual Identity
The United States Supreme Court this
week proclaimed its allegiance to the gray
II’I
I.
In a crashing blow to individual identity, the Supreme Court upheld an Iowa
Supreme Court decisi iiii which punished
a father for not conforming to Midwest
provincialism.
Free lance photographer Harold W.
Painter has been denied the custody of
his 8-year -old son for no reason other
than his Bohemian Way.
By refusing to hear Painter’s plea. the
court turned a deaf ear tel the right to
oliforming beliefs.
The Iowa Court ruled that his son would
be better off with Ids maternal grandparents because of Painter’s "Bohemian
approach to finances and life in general."
The court also cited Painter’s "political
liberalism" and noted that he was "either

an agnostic or atheist and has no concern
for formal relig’

s In

The Sorrow Court by its silence has
clotted its ears to one man’s plea to live
his own life with his son. The court’s
eyes could see only legitimacy in provincial conformity.
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Musk To Be Featured
In Chap! Reopening
Con Milted

f

contributors to the chapel are also

Page 1
in on

Menfin’s ’ Elijah.’ and Bach’s
"Chrioni Is Ora t Oril) sung by bass
Stanlis Neff, SJS scam. Both
singers will be accompanied on the
piano by Margaret Brownlee, staff
accompanist.
Anita Graves, assistant professor
of music, will play an organ processional and recessional.
Preceding the dedication, Mrs.
Lorene Neither. SJS senior, and
Mrs. Evelyn Freiden, a graduate
student, will play selections inn
the organ from 10 to 10:30. Between 12 and 1 p.m. two student
string quartets will perform works
by Haydn and Beethoven.
Following the ceremony, the
special guests will attend a reception given by President Clark
in HE1.
Although special guests have
been invited to the ceremony.
_ other
/irilih’e,

and
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Spartan Spears
Concludes Sale
This Afternoon
Need an umbrella, a shoe, skate-

invited.
The renovaticn

I After long Debate

YRs Table Birch Society Resolution

After a heated debate of 35
of the chapel was board or Batman T-Shirt?
minutes tech from pi.1 and con
made itossible largely by the sale
If so, then the Spartan Spears members, the SJS Young Republiof some shares of Food Machinery
cans Tueseay night tooled a resoCorporation I FMC) stock, wtf4h may be able to help you.
was left to the college in the early The Spears, service organization lution to repudiate the John Birch
Society.
1950s by Mrs. John Crummey, for sophomore women, are conwife of an FMC official. The stock ducting their annual Lost and After the meeting, Jim Foes, a
regional vice president of the Caliis now worth more than $5,000.
Found Sale today until 2:30 p.m. fornia Young Republican College
Alpha Phi Omega. carbpus service organization, donated $500 fe.’ across from the Spartan Book- Committee (CYRCC) and sophomore political science major at the
the purchase of new altar furni- store.
University of Santa Clara exAccording to Beth Walker, pubture.
his views.
Dr. Cornelia Tomes, associate licity chairman for Spears, "We pressed
Republicans
dean of students, envisions the re- have anything and everything that "Tonight thea Young,
monumental effort
of SJS made
furbished chapel as a place where
... and at very to skirt an issue, an issue which
students and faculty will have an anybody could lose
demanded action, either one way
opportunity for personal madita- low prices."
or the other. The skirting of the
Last year Spartan Spears sent
tion and spiritual developramt.
issue has accomplished less than
Dean Tomes is chairman of the $200 worth of foot powder and nothing. In line with what the
committee which planned the insect repellant through the Red Republican party did in the camCross to the men in Viet Nam.
chapel’s renovation.
paign this year, possibly they
Following the reopening t he The money was earned from serv- should
have tried to repudiate the
chapel will remain open !tom 8 ice projects such as the Lost and views rather than the John Birch
am. until 10 p.m. Monday through Found Sale and a coffee sale dur- Society itself," Foos said.
Friday and on weekends by ar- ing registration, according to Miss
Walker.
JBS RESOLUTION
rimgement.

Thought on Blue Cards:
Fitness Precedes Intellect
By MARIE RODRIGUEZ
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Blue cards have arrived!

I’ve kind of always wanted to
see what a blue card looked like
and since some of my courses this

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASS card
Movie & Still

When You Must Keep Alert
to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there...here’s how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.
When you can’t afford

* Cameras * Supplies
* Projectors* Equipment
printing
developing
rentals

/.1*.

repairs

Sao ’aim

CAMERA SHOP
245 South First
Prompt and Courteous Service

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

A Week-long Special!
With each oil change and filter
replacement, King Gulf will give
your car a free lubrication. Your
ASB card must be shown to
qualify.
Ask about our other student savings which are always available.

KING GULF SERVICE
1245 E. Santa Clara St. lal 26.11)
297-9639

SCREEN SCENES
/ek pudic ;led :77reef

. _
THE FINEST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

BURBANK

522 S. Bascom
San Jose
295-7238

semester have been pretty rough, I
wasn’t too distressed when I saw
the official SJS business envelope
on my desk.
The real anxiety was in guessing
what course or courses really warranted a D.
As I nervously reached for the
letter opener, quick midterm exam
memories passed through my mind.
And all the classes I had cut!
"It could easily be speech," I
thought. "All those outlines that
were never adecivate and all the
statements that were not logically
subordinated."
"But then again, how about that
political science class? He never
gave us our tests back and well
anything could have happened."
At this point the tension was
too great and I tore open the envelope.
A "D" in beginning volleyball?
Yes, there it was right in front
of me. A "D" in volleyball.
My first reaction was one Of relief. At least it wasn’t one of the
other classes.
I realize that the Greeks placed
great store in a sound body. In
fact, it was looked on as a prerequisite to a sound mind.
Actually, that could be the reason I’m not doing too well in my
other classes. I began to really
think about it.
Maybe if I could find the right
timing on my running jump spikes,
I could finally coordinate the conjugation of the subjunctive mood in
Spanish.
Once I had the stance of the
under-hand serve down pat, pethaps I could understand what special service districts are really for.
And just think, if I could figure
out how to put up the volleyball
nets, maybe I could figure out
why my speeches were never logically subordinated!
The humor of it all finally
reached me.
I
Then I made my mistake
told someone about my "D" in
volleyball. After what seemed like
hours of uncontrollable laughter
and a few serving pointers from
my editor I realized that maybe it
wasn’t so funny.
What. if I did,ft get better?
What if that "D" became an "F"?
What if I couldn’t graduate in
June as scheduled?
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Submitted by Steve Pitcher, senior political science maj3r, the
resolution concluded: "Therefore,
the San Jose State Young Republicans (organization) hereby resolve
To dissociate itself from all
forms of involvement with the
John Birch Society, and
To seek no support in any
form from the John Birch Society,
and
To condemn the John Birch
Society as a threat to the Republican Party, and
To neither seek nor welcome
members of the John Birch Society
as members of the San Jose State
Young Republicans."
Chris Bowman, senior history
major, said, "It’s quite proper that
we censor and eradicate Bircher
control of SJS’ YRs. We can’t

Hamburger Sale
Brings In $1,002
The Third and San Carlos
Streets McDonald’s has donated
51,002.97, all profits from the sale
of its hamburgers and cheeseburgers, during Homecoming weekend
to FEE, the Fund for Excellence
in Education, according to Arthur
K. Lund, National FEE chairman.
"We are glad th see that the
downtown merchants supported the
college and its drive to increase
the educational opportunities available to its students," Lund stated.

be taken over by wild-eyed, monolithic extremists," he added.
Following Bowman, Al Mason,
social science grad student. spoke.
He noted, "I’m a member of the
John Birch Society. I think most
of you know this."
Mason concluded, "The JBS
urges members to be active in a
political party of their choice and
vote by their conscience.’
Speaking in opposition to the
resolution, Hank Remmers, sophomore political science major, explained, "They i pro grcup) haven’t
given any names and dates when
the John Birch Society has tried
to take over the Republicans."
JOE BLOW STUDENTS
Paul Reimers, junior political
science major, states, "If average
Joe Blow students think there’s a
threat in YRs, they’re not going to
join. If we pass this resolution,
they’re going to think there is a
threat."
Bob Young, senior public administration major, commented,
"We should remember our image,
but the resolution is negative. We
should table the resolution indefinitely," he suggested.
Pitcher said SJS YRs have a bad
image. He said that he invited
Congressman Charles Gubser and
Assemblyman George Milias to the
YR victory party held Nov. 8 in
a local hotel. He added that both
men refused the invitation, stating,
"We can’t endanger our image
by attending your party."
Pitcher added, "Fred Krueger
(YR president) supports and approves the final resolution. He’s
sought to improve our image.
That’s what we hope to do,"
Pitcher concluded.
WEDGE TO DIVIDE
Garth Steen, sophomore, political science major, remarked, "I
had originally intended to speak
for this resolution. I had, as had
others, been turned against the
Birch Society by the emotionalism
of those who wish to use them as
a wedge to divide the party."
Steen continued, "People are
tired of the Birch issues. Why
open up old wounds?"
Bob Armstrong, senior social
science major and last year’s YR
president, told the group, "I’m
not afraid to meet Republicans,
Birchers, Democrats or Communists in a free-market of ideas."
Pitcher, author of the resolution,
stated its purpose is to "clarify
once and for all the YRs on this

FEE’s purpose is to provide SJS
with monies for scholarships, research fellowships and a source of
unrestricted funds for the college

"Because of the stigma of the
campus are run by and for Youngl
Society, we must make
Republicans."
John Bir
Ile added, "Every official YR it plain to the student body that
group has taken a stand on the we are Republicans and nothing
else," he concluded.
John Birch Society.
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SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santo Clara St. ONLY

CLIP THIS COUPON rsu-pm_uar

This coupon is good for 10% DISCOUNT on
any food purchase during month of Nosendicr
1986, EXCEPT on Special Family Night Dinners (Mondays, Tuesdays and Wetinesda).).
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NO DOGS
AWAITED!
People, si ...dogs NO! ’Cause
people sing better and have
more fun at Shakey’s. Eat more
pizza supreme, too. (Besides,
singing dogs can’t harmonize to
our honky-tonk piano and banjo
like Shakey’s Happy People do!)

PIZZA PARLOR &
,sinErs Ye PUBLIC DOUSE
1705 Story Road
(Corner of

King)

251-1000
580 Meridian Rd.
(Corner

of Moorpark)

286-9666

MUSTANG SHOP

To make the old look like
new, take your shoes to
ECONOMY SHOE
REPAIR

to use in meeting critical academic, cultural and physical chal-

43 E. Santa Clara
294-9929

legenes. This year’s goal is $20000.

has values for you.

Famous "Lady" Shirts

3 for $10
Selected from regular stock

...Archer Winston, N. Y. Post

nconc vdroas
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Each regularly priced at $6.98 or $7.98

Friary . .

OLYMPIAN
SPORTING CO.
JITSCV

and Sweatshirt

Headquarters
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Game Jerseys
Practice Jerseys

2nd EXCLUSIVE WEEK
A
1433 The Alameda
San Jose 297-3060

ro-
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GRAND PRIZE WINNER
1966 CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL

Full
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1EL
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Chicken Shirts, the "In"
dress for college campuses

Now you can buy famous "Lady" shirts at this greatly
reduced price for a limited time at the DOWNTOWN
and WESTGATE stores. Variety of styles . . . solids
and prints . . . long or roll sleeves . .. and gentry
collars ... are now available for you. Each styled in the
"Lady’s" best quality with distinctive contour tapering; full comfortable cut at the arms; anchored buitons; and shrinkage control fabrics. Available in sizes
8-18.

Buy 1 shirt for $3.59.

Fraternity Jerseys and
Sweatshirts designed to
your specifications
Come In now for the beet
selection

de.
ion
by
tur-

Mt.
flu

and

Special Jerseys
for many r alleges
and universities

Wear as inner or outer shirt

396 month Fir.t
292.67T8
-The Prefer, anal,"
Student Discount Rates
Ilia Nat.

tioack liars
Open for Your
Contwnience

OLY M PI AN
SPORTING CO.
2.62 South First Street
Theatre
Across from the

295-8960
Oprin tonight until 9

n.m.

GO PROM-PERFECT IN A WORSTED-TEX SUIT
This Tempi -Therm luxury blend of 50%
Dacronn/ 33% wool/ 17% mohair will keep
its cool at every really important dress affair.
Fine Worsted-Tex styling.., so much more
for the money than you thought possible! $85

DuPont (TM) for its polyester fiber
OPEN A PAUSON’S CHARGE ACCOUNTTAKE 12
llankAmericard

First National (large

Now at three
DOW NTIIWN
86 South First St.
Open Mom, Thurs.
and Fri. Nights

locations to

WESTGATE
1600 Saratoga My&
Open 5 Nights

J. Silber Charge

serve your
FR EMONT
Fremont Hub
Open 5 Nights

SA8

MOS. TO PAY

FRANCISCO, KEARNY & SUTTER DALY CITY,
WESTLAKE SAN MATEO, HILLSDALE SAN LEANDRO,
BAY FAIR SAN JOSE. VALLEY FAIR SAN JOSE, 127
S. FIRST ST. STOCKTON, WEBERS TOWN FREMONT,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, MAYFIELD MALI.
THE lin

Drama Readings
To Present
’Search for God’

Thureday, November 17. Ving

4--14PART.4NT DAILY

Music Students Impress
SRO Concert Audience
Oalaneed
rom of instrumennumbeis
tal and \
a standing mom only crowd in
the Concert Hall Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings.
eon wol,ostro

111015.11) 1’ 91.1.0:V
Leeturer ill Mosie
isociate
Pat rick Nleierot to
professor of music. tIn voted the
SJS Symphony Orchestra assisted
Its

S.174

SKI SHOP
NOW OPEN
.*ee our wide
selection of skis.
pants sweaters.
ant! !parkas.
vpert repair seruice.

Reed’s Sport Shop

1-

Rock

:t1 7)1

258-5305

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
Interviewing November 22
TECHNICAL SALES
ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
MAJORS

BUSINESS

AND OTHERS
1..r.cut:tm throughout the United States.

Sharon Kelly, soprano and
senior music major, pupil of
Maurine Thompson, SJS professor of music, offered three operSusannah’s
sweetmeats:
.11 ic
tender aria, "Deh vieni, non
tardar". from Mozart’s "Marriage of Figam," the nostalgic
aria. "Connais-tu le pays?" from
"Mignon" by Ambroise Thomas,
and the dramatic and moving
Priceini’s
from
d’art
"Vissi
"Tosco."
In the second half of the program Cheryll Melon, principal
of the cello section, senior music
major, and a pupil of Donald
Homuth, associate professor of
music, gave a powerful, yet sensitive, rendition of the solo part
in Ernest Bloch’s "Schelc -no
!Solomon i, Hebraic Ri.oasody
for Cello and Orchestra ’1916).
The orchestra ende I -11-. concert with a rousing performance
of the overture, "Carnavel R,)main" by Hector Berlioz.

For information contact your
Placement Office

- ..
BURGER

cert with a mature work of
M .iares. the Sy:el:Fumy No. 36
in C major 1"Linz"1. 1<.425. The
corn pose r. commissioned by
Count Thun of Linz. wrote the
symphony there in the unbelivable span of a few days
late in 1783. though, according
to his custom, it was probably
worked out prevously in his mind
while enjoying a holiday at
Salzburg.
His cordial relationship with
Ilaydn, to whom he was to dedicate six of his finest string
quartets, is ievealed in the older
composer’s influence on three
of the symphony’s movements,
though the second, the "Poco
adagio," is Mozartean to the
(owe.
The performance was deft and
transparent despite the overlarge
body of strings. necessarily to
provide the string music majors
with performance experience in
the symphonic repertoire.

In this and the other numbers
of the program the orchestra
showed the results of expert
training by Conductor Meierot to,
who throughout the concert performed a labor or love and gave
proof of that love in bringing his
student group to near professional standard,

BARS

VAUGHN
PRE -HOLIDAY

SUIT SALE

ihsowsocceA

A RARE TREAT
FROM TF1E

OCEAN DEEP!

r

Steven Trinwith, senior drama
major. is director of today’s Oral
Interpretation Studio Hour offering on "Man’s Search for God,"
to be to esented ill :1 p.m. in the
Studio Theo t re, SD103.

SJS. Jazz Ensemble will provide music from
12:15-1:15 p.m. prior to the game against
Fresno State in Spartan Stadium Saturday.
Standing from left are campus jazz artists Rick
_

Bob Weil, Dave Mirigian. Jerry
Sproule,
Powers and Dean Stringer. Kneeling, from left,
are Craig Whitwell and Bill Retch.

Santa Clara Chorale Recital Features
SJS Music Grad as Soloist Sunday
!,..1S music
Pat Daugherty
graduate, will be leottired when
the Santa Clara Chorale premieres Sunday evening at 8:15
in the main auditorium of the
Santa Clara County Youth Village on Newhall Street, Santa
Clara. Admission is open to the
public free of charge.
Daugherty will be featured in
Lukas Foss’ "Parable of Death."
He has toured with the Roger
Wagner Chorale and in Russia
with the Robert Shaw Chorale.
He also has performed leading operatic roles at Stanford
University. the University of
California, and the San Francisco Spring Opera. He has been
a soloist for the Blossom Hill
Oratorio Chorus, and ille Carmel Bach Festival. He is currently tenor soloist for Teniple
Emanuel in San Francisco.
The newly organized symphonic chorale, sponsored by the city
of Santa Clara. is under the
direction of David Wilson. professor of music at Foothill College in Los Altos. He has worked
with the Blossom Hill Oratorio
Chorus, which now forms the nucleus of the new Santa Clara
Chorale of 85 voices.
Narrator will be Alma Taylor
who has perfoimecl in many racitals and musical performances
in the Bay ?ilea. She was a
a member of the San Francisco
Opera Chorus, and has performed leading operatic roles
with the West Ray Opera Company. She was president of the
San Jose Music Chao, Santo
Women’:
Clara Philharmonic
Society and was on tho Board
of Directors of the California
Philharmonic Association,
The program will open with
two a cappella choral work; by
Anton Bruckner, composed over
100 years ago, "Ave Maria" and
"Christus foetus est."
Bruckner was born in Upper
Austria in 1829 and receive,; his
first musical instruction :it tho
monastery of St. Plot hie, a here

atthe later became assist ii I
was
er and nrr2Idii-t Whorl
,!,
the
32 he be
id
Ulf.
;it’d
Cathedral
summers in Vienna, stud’ .,.
with Simeon Sechter.
Four years later he became
conductor of it male chorus, the
"Frohsinn" society, for which he
wrote his first choral works.
Some :s.ears later he moved to
Vienna to teach theory at the
Conservatory of Vienna and lectured at the University of Vienna where be wrote the major
Pail of his symphonic work.
A contemporary work set to
the words of Shakespeare’s "The
Merchant of Venice," and composed by Haulph Vaughan Williams, en t t led "Serenade to
Music," also is on the program.
A Chamber Chorale of 20 solo
voices selected Irom the large
chorus will piesent five songs.
Two are by Debussy from his
en lit ed
"Trots
Chanson."
"Dieu! qui’il la fait bon regarder!" !Lord, lovely has thou
made my dear!) and "Yver,
vous
n’estes Qu-un villian,"
(Cold winter villain that thou
art. I Three -songs from Brahms’
Five Songs, Op. 104, are entitled "Nachtwache" c.1s1 I g h !watch). "Verlorene Jugen d"
!Lost Youth), and "Im Herbst,"
I n Autumn). Each of these

Brahms songs looks at the passing iii’ .1Tirs: from a different
vant,,i2 point

it u Repair
All Foreign
ots

.10% Diseottnt
Tu All SJS
Students.

9Pal1C0:4
117

E.

TranOtafion cpecia114t4
Free Estimates
Free Towing

Santa I Aar!!

2864034

DANCING

*PP

P.

From 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Remember ...
.10( Beer Every Thursday

Tickets for the campus production of Meredith Willson’s
"Music Man" will go on sale at
the SJS Box Office Tuesday and
may be obtained between 1-5 p.m.
Admission for Friday and Saturday evening performances is
$1.25 for SJS students and $2.50
for others.

Dixieland Piano
11th)
HD 11(

NIGHTS

Awful -Awful Saloon
and Pizza Emporium
227-8390

12860 S. 1st

SAN JOSE PAINT

PICTURE FRAME SALE

KEYES
AT
TENTH

NOW IN PROGRESS

Now 1/2 Price
and soft drink of your choice.

34c

WITH COUPON

Coupon

VAUGHN’S pre -holiday
bonus event ... our entire
stock of natural shoulder
suits at 31 price. Choose
from vested suits, tweeds,
tdiarlcskins and worsteds.
Made to retail from 89.50
to 135.00.

Delicious Fish Sandwich and
10c soft drink of your choice.
only 34c

funn3450to
RAMA CREDIT
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AT SATHER (MU’.
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BARS

Open daily 10 a.m, until midnight
Friday and Saturday until 2 a.m.
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4 WAYS TO SAVE MONEY
AT SILVA SERVICE
Silva new has major brand gosoline in blinding pump,
These special pumps blind 7 d 1.:Lrif epochs of gaseIln to suit your car regu.,rnin.....
Silva offers you She finer} car curt, at Liudeet
Their experien.sed inichar r, con honcEc ory aufoinolive
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PRINT &
POSTER
SALE
Over 700 line prints

79‘
end Posters on
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FRAME SALE AT DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY

All credit cards honored.

78 S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.

,

Auto Transmission Repair

Tickets Available

The musical will open at 8:15
p.m. Friday, Dec. 2 in the College Theatre. Additional performances are set for Saturday,
Dec. 3 and Wednesday-Saturday,
Dec. 7-10.

The program is not intended
to teach or to answer any questions, according to Trinwith.
Faculty supervisor of the performance is Mrs. Noreen La Barque Mitchell, associate professor of drama.
The Cast will inelude drama
majors Susan At nest, Peggy Cosgrove. Bill Craddock and Triowith. Harvey Leow, senior psychology major, also will participate.
The hour will open with an
introduction from Samuel Beckett’s "Wailing for Godot," which
will be followed by "In Praise
of God," a Hebrew chant; Rev.
Malcolm Boyd’s "Are You Running with Me, Jesus"; and Jonathan Edwards’ "Sinners in the
Hands of an Angry God."
Other readings will include
Eugene O’Neill’s "Long Day’s
Journey
Into
Night";
Ezra
Pound’s "Ballad for Gloom";
Timothy Leary’s "Tibetan Book
of the Dead" and Philip Roth’s
"Conversion of the Jews."

TI
MOUNTAIN VIEW STORE, 165 Son Antonio Rd. Open Daily 84
VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER. Open 5 Nights
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE, 112 S. 2nd, 292.1447. Open Thurs. Nights

Thursday

Journalism Graduates
Relate Job Experience
II) ELAINE t:RAI
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
Three SJS Journalism grads
spoke to Theta Sigma Phi ITS’’’.
women’s journalism fraternity,
last night, relating their job experiences.

4

40

About a dozen members
listened to Mrs. Diane Judge
Kennedy, 1965 grad, explain,
"Don’t ever unlock anything
when looking for a job. Peddle
your writing talents."
Mrs. Kennedy, assistant lath He relations officer with Economic ()Nand unity
’Mtn i ion
EOCI stated, "Wot king in an
information office differs from
a public relations office, because
your responsibility is to John
Q. Citizen."
"One of the disadvantages of
the job," she added, was that
people don’t think thete is poverty in Santa Clara County." For
example, she cited a family in
Monte Sereno, living in an abandoned car in a ravine.
Lost of night work, ulcers, and
no job security are some of the
disadvantages of her job. Mrs.
Kennedy summarized.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

feleirdPOU

Match BOX
ENGAtIEMENTS
Pant McDonald, senior advertising major and a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority,
from San Luis Obispo, to John
Williams, senior advertising major from Los Altos. Williams is
captain of the SJS water polo
team and a member of Alpha
Delta Sigma fraternity. The
couple plan to marry in August,
1967,

discussions at St. Joseph’s Catholic Church,
Fernando Streets. San Jose State students

TIME: 8 pan. EVERY THURSDAY
PLACE: ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH LIBRARY AT MARKET AND
SAN FERNAND() STREETS
Catholic and non-Catholic. you are cordially invited. whether you hare any
particular laith or not. or it you arc seeking or merely curious.
p.

STUDENTS
See Kress & Co. for your everyday needs
and receive a 10% discount on all merchandise purchases by showing your ASB card.
S.

ended a very successful season
last

H. KRESS & CO.

170 S. First

No I. D.’s Required
to eat at 17 WEST
Drool over this menu and then bun over with your best
girl friendOrder from this menu or from the nightly
specialty listFrom $2.75.

week with an undefeated

Until next season the
coeds have hung up their shin
record.

VOLLEYBALL TEAM

COEDS AIM TO WIN
Relay swim team members practice at the women’s pool for
Saturday’s final meet. Members include Misses Kathy Whaley,
Sue Voris, Leilani Nolan and Nancy Ursich. The coed team has
been undefeated in dual and invitational meets this season and
will get a chance to try to add another winning record when
they compete at the Northern California League Invitational in
Stockton Saturday. ASB allotted $4,000 for the entire WRA
sports program, not just for the swimming team, as was stated in
yesterday’s paper.

Unusual Entertainment
In Store at Theater
By JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
Tired of the drive-in? TV.?
Looking for something different
to do on that date? If you want
to spend an evening being entertained in a very unusual way,
give the Gaslighter Theatre a
try. Currently at the theatre, is
"Human Hearts, or Ain’t Luck
Grand." The old time melodrama
is performed by a small group
of very talented and witty entertainers.
The management says, "The
audience is encouraged, nay,
urged to boo and hiss the villain,
and villainess, cheer and applaud
the hero and heroine. You are
otherwise admonished to comport yourselves," they say, "in
a manner becoming ladies and
gentlemen. Loud and profane
language, boorish behavior and
expectorating on the floor will
not be tolerated."

Jean Ryder is beautifully evil
as the high living wife that does
wrong her husband Tom Logan,
played with great comic ease by
Art Shoot. His wile Pat, Dennis
Oliveraz and Pat Goodale all
show a comfortable feeling for
comic ad -lidding and the exagcrated gestures or the staged
melodrama.
Perhaps the best part of the
show, however, is the Olio at
the close of the play. With Marty
Behnke on the flunky Tonk piano,
the players prove their singing
talents as well, recalling such
old time favorites as "Ragtime
"Little Nell,"
Cowboy Joe."
"Loverly," "Schnitzelbauk," and
"On a Sunday by the Sea."
Executive Director of the
theatre Don Cupp, has devised
Some rather devious devices to
add to the fun at the Gaslighter.
Charming hostesses infiltrate the
audience and offer all the free
popcorn you can eat, adding to
the thirst for imported and domestic beers and soft drinks depending on your age ;Ind taste.

The present old time drama
brings to the quaint stage of the
Gaslighter, the exceptional talent
of Keith Bentley as the nefarious Frederick Armsdale, the
The cost for this really unique,
heavy in this bitter-sweet tale
funny, and happy evening, is
of good versus evil, his wife
$1.75 for students, which is
Nancy Bentley, a natural cosomewhat less than a lot of momedienne, planing Samatha Lovies cost nowadays.
_
gan, the staunch country woman
of the tale who is blinded tc;%
the loss of her faithful son. Marianne Drozd is equally adept at
comedy anti her portrayal of
the halfwitted daughter Ida, of
is
It
Samantha, is superb.
matched by Dale Verner as the
drunken coward Jent Mason, who
twists in and out of plot anti
adds greatly to the laughter.

Wondering what some of those
sounds are coming from the
women’s physical education gymnasium? Well, tonight everyone
will find nut when they watch
the SJS women’s volleyball team
play Santa Clara University. The
game will begin at 5:15 p.m.
In PER101.
All interested students are encouraged to attend to watch the
hitters try to :aid another win
to their record. The team won
its first game last Monday when
it defeated Cal State, Hayward.
TEAM CALENDAR

The calendar
Is as follows:

for this semester

Nov. 19Tri-meet at Chico
against the University of Oregon.
Nov. 22---Sonoma State
Nov. 29Stanford at Santa
Clara
Nov. 30at Hayward
at Davis,
Dec. 1SJS-"A"
and "B" and "C" teams at Sonoma State.
Dec. 10 Tridneet at SJS with
Sacramento and San Francisco
State colleges.
Jan, 7 North California -Nevada at UOP, Stockton; schools

Club’s Next Stop
For Skating Trip
S.F. Ice Arena
The San Francisco Ice Arena
will be the next stop for the
SJS Ski Club. The club will sponsor an ice skating trip at the
arena tomorrow night. Buses will
leave at 6:30 p.m. from Fourth
and San Carlos Streets for the
arena.
A $1 fee for members anti $2
for non-members for the bus
fare may be paid at the Student Affairs Business Office,
Building R, today or tomorrow.
A 75 cent admission fee for the
arena and 35 cents for skate
rentals will also be charged.

4.95
3.00

Chicken sauteed in red wine.

VEAL PICATTA
Served on a bed of rice topped with special
PAN FRIED CHICKEN, COUNTRY STYLE
CHICKEN LIVERS SAUTE
With wine and mushrooms.
VEAL SCALLOPINI
With mushrooms sauteed in wine.

’s, MOUNTAIN TROUT
$3.25
tl
re-.4c0000000en.-21
AUSTRALIAN
LOBSTER
k
$5.50

sauces.

3.50
2.95
2.85

BUTTERFLY ’D
JUMBO PRAWNS
$2.95

14101IP

17 WEST

31 E Rosemary
1 (Ill N. lst St. junt north of

.icion

2.75
2.75
4.25
4.50
5.25
5.50
3.75
5.75

CHATEAUBRIAND
Combination of
BOUQUETIERE
1 TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
$14.50
and LOBSTER TAIL
t Exquisitely presented and
$6.25
’
carved t our tble
.40000c.0:001,000C40:46.
ALL ENTREES SERVED WITH MIXED GREEN SALAD OR
SOUP AND COFFEE

298.51100

RAIN & SHINE COATS

in

tio:40:6409CC,00044300030:

1’1

SOON

3.25

GROUND SIRLOIN OF BEEF
BROILED HALF SPRING CHICKEN
DOUBLE CUT LAMB CHOPS
TENDERLOIN OF BEEF BROCHETTE
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
NEW YORK CUT STEAK
MINI CUT NEW YORK STEAK
FILET MIGNON

San Jose

Highway 171
Acres of Parking

in.Cortl

’!I

Other
Coots
$19.95 to
$89.99
Water repellent, ye pretty
enough for the fanciest party.
In Autumn Gold or Camel
5-15
JUNIORS
3-13
JR. PETITES
Validated Parking
Bank ChargesLayaway
Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9
286 S. 1st Street

.it
::".tt4
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H.I.S.
Berg’s has one of the most
complete selections of H.I.S.
men’s clothing in San Jose
Come in and choose a new
H.I.S. jacket, shirt or slack.
52 S. First St.
295-0868

Your rittaliiy MUJIC
store. Speciafiziny in
I

gine

Cla33ie

Ill Mutt .5 CoontrA.

N Wag,

fillIPPO
1111,11BURGERS

MENLO PARK
SAM MATEO
Present tiis coupon ad at the time you purchase one of our 57 Vc.riettcs of the Hamburger, and receive a con,pdrable hamburger
FREE for you or yusr guest.
GOOD

ONLY AT HIPPO MENLO PARK & SAN MATEO
Tate Oat OH.

VALID THROUGH NOVEMBER

23, 1966

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

50 COPIES

$2"
a 11 One Side, Including Paper)
quantities and sizes proportionately economical

(812
Other

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minutes)

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)
1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

The long points on this Arrow
Decton Oxford are just right.
Anything less would ride up.
Anything more would give you too
much roll. University fashion. Tapered.
"Sanforized -Plus", in a wash and
wear that goes past midnight
without a wrinkle. Available in white,
stripes and smart solid colors. $7.00
Bold New Breed by

’Pot*

JUMBO FROG LEGS
$4.25

.emeaminmswareseimiwiewiamesmaiiamwameismmes

The authentic, traditional,
classic, conservative button
down. Very acceptable.

DINNER MENU
ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF au lust
COQ AU YIN

DAILY-5

at :(11,1111{.,
Ul it
Cal State, Hayward. ii
Sacramento State
Jan 11 Chico State

guards and let their bruised and
crippled bodies have some rest.
according to Mary Ann Carvell].
publicity (Emden.
The team has defeatist tii
State. Hayward, ’2-1; Santa 1;te
Sonoma, 7-0; Chico, 1-0 and 2- I
California at Davis, 1-0; and
Stanford, 1-0 and 0-0.

"There are few juin for women In TV, but if you get one,
you’ll love it," she concluded.
Summarizing her job as writing academic news releases to
the community and press, was
Miss Peg Major, news director
at Santa Clara University.

QUEST FOR TRUTH
A series of (rank and open
corner of Market and San
are especially invited.

The Extramural Hockey Team

Mrs. Elliot, 1961 graduate, continued, "You’re working with
seconds. A couple of seconds late
can ruin a program."

"I think there’s an advantage
In being a woman because we
get a lot more Out of an interview and are better listeners
than most men." she opined.

’ARTA

Hockey Team Ends
Successful Season

The second speaker was Mrs.
Darla Elliot, film editor for
KNTV, Channel 11. Mrs. Elliot
said that she feels her job is a
cteative out
"It’s my final
judgment whether the film fits
the script," she explained.

Miss Major. a 1950 grad, said
she enjoys being "involved in
the public relations of the University."
"One advantage of the lob
is that I knOw most of the 310
faculty members." she remarked.

November 17. V1gn
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Spartan Harriers Search
For Third National Title

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED PASS
This Coupon Entitles Holder to Free Time
et Any One Activity (VALUE $1)
Ping Pong
Pocket Billiards
Shuffleboard
Indoor Archery
Snooker
Slot Car Racing
Fri. & Sat. until 2 a.m.
Open 365 Days 11 on, to Midnight
Aftm Dec. 2. 1966
Good Anytime. Escept on Holidays Void

LIMIT ONE PASS TO A PARTY

1

-471;114 keCeralion
I1110111,1111in
2486 E! Camino Real
(1
sou:h of San Antonio)

948-9818 I
ammo Imas eMb

_
t4111.ot lig

.6)6’ rrn

n .gool

SPECIAL
STUDINT’S DINNER
Choose from
Roast Beef, Chicken,
Sauerbralen and
other Entrees

Famous
Hofbrau Bend
Fri. & Sat.

Served Daily:
4301 p.m.
Sunday:
I a m.13 p.m.

8:30 p.m.4.30 a.m.

jarcleit

etty -llofirau

S. Market

297-2002
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FICULTY AND STUDENT RATES
CYPRESS GREENS

THIJNINRBIRD
GOLF COURSE
Monday Aria Friday

$1.25
$1.25
259-3355

MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS

GOLF COURSE

Monday thru Friday
$1
Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon
221 S. King Rd.

HEADING FOR JAYHAWK COUNTRY One of the top
runners on the SJS undefeated cross-country team, Byron Lowry,
is shown warming up for the NCAA championships in Lawrence,
Kan. The Spartans left today for the Monday six-mile race.

6 Iteasons W

$1

2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361

(only I rriiie east of campus)

You

Should

ilove to West Saul Jose

(off Story Rd. east)

1

2- & 3-Bedr.00iti .1partnictils

PLEASANT HILLS
GOLF COURSE

2

Electric Kiielirp,: with DISHWASHER

Monday thru Friday

3 2

Large Nob- S. 2 saunal.

$1.25

4-

httIi idual

5

Spacious

Banquet Room
for Student Parties
(seating capacity 200)

(Anse lo

Soccer Title Bid
Starts Saturday

Male

2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361

For further information please

(off Story Rd. east)
FAu:ti,

A.S.B. cards on all three courses.

CALL 2-14-0686

CALL NOW.

We set out to ruin
some ball bearings and
failed successfully

The Bell System has many small, automatic
telephone offices around the
country. The equipment in them
could operate unattended for
ten years or so, but for a problem.
The many electric motors in those offices
needed lubrication at least once a year. Heat
from the motors dried up the bearing oils,
thus entailing costly annual maintenance.
To stamp out this problem, many tests
were conducted at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Lubricant engineer George H. Kitchen decided
to do a basic experiment that
would provide a motor with the
worst possible conditions. He deliberately set

By JIM STREET
Sparita Daily Sports Writer
It has happened beforean(l it
can happen again.
Cross-country championships are
nothing new to SJS, having captured NCAA titles in both 1962
and 1963, and this year’s edition
of the Spartan harriers depart today for Lawrence. Kansas and a
possible third title.
Whereas the ’62 and ’63 Spartan teams were paced by one or
two outstanding tracksters, such as
Jeff Fishback, this year Tracy
Walters has molded a well-balanced team of far above average
competitors.
This is not the case in most of
the NCAA entrants and it could
mran great deal in deciding the
natiol.,(1 champion,
The University of Kansas and
Washington State are considered
the co-favorites, but mainly on the
strength of having world known
Jim Ryun and Gerry Lindgren.
respectively.
In cross-country circles, however, it is the top five finishers
that adds to the point production
!which the team with fewest
points wins).
The Spartans will be hoping to
run the same type race they have
all season- placing at least five
members in the top 10 positions.
Chances are, this won’t happen in
Kansas, but if the top five place
close together and relatively high
in the overall finish, the Spartans could bring the championship back to SJS.
"We are going back to Kansas as an underdog with such
teams as Kansas and Washington
State and if the conditions are
right, we will do a good job. You
can’t tell the outcome until the

Berths for the NCAA soccer
championships, scheduled for
Berkeley Dec. 1 and 3, get underway Saturday with the big West
Coast showdown featuring University of San Francisco and SJS’
once -beaten Spartans.
USF is the defending Western
Regional titlist and will enter the
important Balboa Stadium clash
rated a slight favorite. Game time
is 1:30 p.m. The Dons captured the
WCISC championship by dumping
the Spartans 2-1 in overtime and
playing a 1-1 tie with the Cal
Bears, also in overtime.
Sixteen teams around the nation begin the final showdown of
college soccer powerhouses with
Louis
defending champion St.
University playing in a three team
tourney with Colorado College and
Air Force Acadamy. The winner of
that tourney then plays the winner
of the USF-SJS match Saturday,
Nov. 26.

race is

completed," he continued.
"and even those two teams as all
teams could do poorly under adverse conditions."
Balance has been the key to
the Spartans undefeated season
and workouts during the past two
weeks indicate the runners have
not lost any of their form.
The six -mile race will be Monday at the Kansas University campus. SJS, composed of Jim Sullivan, Byron Lowry, Rick Klemmer,
Steve Brown, Bill Langdon, Chuck
August and Russ Mahon will stay
in the midwest during the Thanksgiving holidays and run in the National Federation Meet the following Saturday in Wichita, Kansas.
Ryun has been bothered by a
bad back recently the finds it
difficult to sleep in the Kansas

dormitories’ soft beds), but with
the home fans behind him, will
not be bothered so much by the

ailment.
Western Michigan is also rated
is tram with the potential of capturing the title. They are the defending champions and a title this
year would be the first back-tohark titles since the Spartans
’62-63 showings.
Miami of Ohio, Georgetown, Villanova, Notre Dame. Oregon and
Houston have also been tabbed as
4ip clubs in the college national
championships.
As Walters said, "The championships will not be decided by
just the first man on a team. The
fourth and fifth members will be
just as important, and could decide the entire matter."

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Beclare Your
Independence!
Shake off the shackles of those expensive
7-course dinnersat Shakey’s! Our 21 varieties of delicious pizza supreme are good for
your Constitution. So’s our honky-took piano
and live banjo. If Cornwallis had known about
us, he’d have given up sooner every loyal
Shakey’s Regular knows you can’t beat our
English Pub atmosphere. So join us tonight
and make a little history of your own!

fillIIKEYITpuu)3!ilicihio"us!
1705 Story Road
(Corner of King

251-1000
580 Meridian Rd.
(Corner of Moorpar)

286-9666

gohartnort’i
out to ruin some ball bearings
by smearing them with an
icky guck called molybdenum
disulfide (M0S2).
Swock! This solid lubricant, used a certain
way, actually increased the life expectancy
of the ball bearings by a factor
of ten! Now the motors can run
for at least a decade without
lubrication.
We’ve learned from our
"failures." Our aim: investigate
everything.
The only experiment that can
really be said to "fail" is the
one that is never tried.

_ALL
CL4J

ALL NEW... GRODINS OWN
DOUBLE-BREASTED BLAZER

eArting
Delicious Food
Delightful
Atmosphere

An all new look for the traditional blazer... to
wear almost anywhere! Expertly tailored for Grodins alone in a hard finish Hopsack fabric, with
antique gold buttons. Navy & Burnished Gold.
US

a-izzoniws
Rl.&M8

Reasonable Prices
Free Parking

1-1 333 ak

Valloy Fair and San Antonio Cantors
Open until 930 p.m. Monday -Friday
Open until 5:30 p.m. Saturday

FREE!

How would you like to

win

this

Bentley Continental convertible
for Christmas? No purchase necessary.

Bell System
American t elephone & foIorapl, and Associated Compaorea

1101 S. First St.

292-1233

nohion Slmit Even red. Nile

GRODINS

Long Beach Picked
Over SJS Poloists
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer

Spartans 10-6 earlier in the
year. However, SJS has been playFavored Is, be Long Beach’s ing some of its best polo lately.
I.ong Beach and the Spurts draw
strongest competition in the State
College Water Polo Champion- opening round byes. In first round
action, L.A. State faces Humboldt
ships, SJS draws a bye in the
State, Chico State and Cal Poly
opening round Friday morning.
at San Luis Obispo tangle, host
The Spartans’ first action is at SFS faces San Fernando Valley
3 Friday afternoon against the State, and Fresno State meets San
winner of the San Diego State- Diego State.
Fresno State contest in the SFS
POMONA TO REST
pool.
The Spurts are looking to be
more than second best this year
at the tournament, and nothing
would please coach Lee Walton
more.

Cal Poly at Pomona has the
other bye. Long Beach and SJS,
the heavy favorites, should meet
in the chamiponship game Saturday night if all goes according to
expectations.

For the five years Walton has
The Fresno-San Diego game,
coached at SJS he has always
been a bridesmaid at this tour- which will determine the Spartans
first opponent, is rated a toss-up.
ney.
Again the Lung Beach squad The Spartans, however, boost a
is favored after beating the 22-6 victory over Fresno already
a nd shouldn’t have too much
trouble advancing into the semifinals.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fotet111
with A.S.B. card
%

DISCOUNT
on
Motor Repair

et

POLY

Italian French German
Japanese British Swedish
Cars

MARINO’S

And the players have shown real
great spirit." the coach adds.
The Spartans expect trouble in
Possessing a bite worse than his
bark, the Fresno State Bulldog all forms Saturday.
-Fresno runs off all sorts of
hopes to run the SJS gridders up
a tree when the two football squads formations- -both offensively and
defensively." observes Anderson.
pair off Saturday afternoon.
The game will be the season "They run an unbalanced attack,
finale for the Spartans, who will (shift an extra lineman from one
be looking for their fourth win side of the center to the other)
against six losses. The Fresno club, and stunt their linebackers and
meanwhile, will seek to up its rushers on defense."
record to 7-3.
SHIFTY OFFENSE
Kickoff time is 1:30 p.m. in
According to Anderson, the BullSpartan Stadium.
Fresno State, usually regarded dogs continually shift both of
and defensive formations.
as a light touch, will be no pushover for the Spartans. "They key "But formations don’t win ballup for us." states coach Harry gamesplayers do."
By LEE SUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

Anderson.
"For them, their season is made
if they heat SJS. They could lose
nine games-- but if they defeated
us, their season would be made."
Although intense feelings are not
evident around San Jose, Spartan
gridders realize the rugged challenge the Bulldogs promise to
offer.
"They beat us last year, and
we’ve bean telling the boys and
reminding them of the defeat.

Unfortunately, for SJS anyway,
Fresno has standout individuaLs in
quarterback Danny Robinson and
end Ernie Nolte.
Robinson, injured in the early
season, has come on strong in
recent weeks to take over the
signal -calling job. "He runs a lot
of roll-outs," says Anderson, "that
are not the typical half-rolls.

recent victory, over the University Fernando Valley 18-17, Cal Poly
of Pacific last week, illustrates tSLOI 14-7 and Los Angeles State
14-7.
the point.
Losses have been to San Diego
Down 19-13, the Fresno cause
seemed hopeless as the Tigers were State, the No. 1 small college team.
34-13,
Montana State, the No. 2
content to run out the clock. Refusing to give, however, the Bull- small college club. 55-6, and Lome
dogs forced a fumble and drove Beach State 28-20.
"But he’s got great hands, and close enough for Terry Pitts to
boot a last second field goal.
good moves," warns Anderson.
Nolte, who is particularly adept
A tough team in the clutch,
on long pass plays, also doubles on Fresno finds close games to their
kickoff and punt returns.
advantage. Besides the UOP tri-

plained. "But Robinson does not
1 necessarily go around end. He can
cut inside tackle or keep going."
,
Robinson’s prime receiver this
’ year has been flanker Nolte. A
1 small receiver, in the Steve Cox
; tradition. Nolte stands only 5-11
and weighs 168.

The loss of Bulldog halfback umph, they have toppled Hawaii
Ken Long has been both a blessing 28-27, Northern Arizona 14-12, San
and hinderance for Fresno State.
The teams leading rusher, Long
was inactivated for the season
after a mid-season injury.
10c each

XEROX COPIES

QUART P11-11 A LFRACK

Reserve quarterback Bob Johnson has moved into the vacated
spot. A capable runner, he also
adds a passing threat on the halfback option. Throwing on roll -outs,
which begin as runs, Johnson has
experienced success with the play,
which usually goes for long yard"Instead of just rolling around age when worked successfully.
nobin.ain fakes a handoff and
The Fresno record, 6-3, bears
then c.e, in the roll -out, he ex- out the Bulldogs success. The most

IMPROVED

Creil Pipe Shop
"43 years in the pipe business"

47 North First Street
297-0463

’WHITE
LEVI’S!’

LEVI’S

ap
01
.

Why is he west wild about
Levi’s’ Levi’s are rugged.
Levi’s are good-looking. Levi’s
are

the pants with the ’’faA fine way to stay

mous fit."

one of the best -dressed men
on campus for only $4.98

a

pair.

WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

orld

Departs June 21
Returns Sept. 7
CONTACT:

Bill Riley 287-6973

Auto Tape Center

Auto Tape Players

LAST CHANCE S. T. Saffold, who has given SJS sports fans
thrills on the basketball court, in intraumral sprints and now, on
the gridiron, closes out his Spartan athletic career Saturday afternoon. Despite injuries this year, Saffold has grabbed 30 passes
for four touchdowns. In his three years on the court, he led the
team in scoring. Overall, he is the second all-time SJS basketball
point-totaler.

Me and Them Win Grid Title
Over Fraternity Champion
Alpha Tau Omega dominated tin.
intramural touch football ull-st.:
team announced yesterday, but ii
lost the championship to Independent titlist Me and Them, 12-0.
T h e All-College championship
was decided Tuesday afternoon
after the Taus and Me and Them
played to a 6-6 tie last week.
Me and Them, who were undefeated for the year, scored a
touchdown in each half for the
win.
Tom Recknagel threw an 18yard pass to Al Sequeira to the
first six-pointer.
The second score came after Tau
quarterback Bill Ardis’ pass was

Kaestle
Voelkl
Tony Sailer
Peter Kennedy
Ea

trt
44,
/CEt4A
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Fly non-stop from San Francisco to Amsterdam via
DC -8 Jet Charter. For San
Jose State students, faculty,

San Jose

Kneissi
SKIS

V3St
0124

-Pnr

GRAND OPENING FRI. & SAT., NOV. 18, 19

POLES
Scott
Tomic
Northland
Milco
Dualtape

BOOTS
Nordica
Rieker
Austrian
Custom-made

The Workingman’s
Store

440 S. Winchester Blvd.

218 W. Santa Clara
San Jose

Phone 244-0880

Open Until 9 p.m. Mon. & Thurs.

Late modal standard
New portables
Rantal.purchase
Fre* delivery

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
2115-676E

Great Selection of Brands
For Every Skier

SlY Fl

’

RENT

Imported Motor Repair

the
west
is wild
about

Round Trip,
inc. tax

(student rates)

In addition to All-American candidate Bob Saari, Long Beach has
two local products who have done
very well for it.

We offer you, "The Smatter" the
most complete assortment of pipes
tobacco
cigars
cigarettes
lighters & accessories for
*very type of smoker. Smoking is
not a side-lin with us ... it is a
specialty.

JET-EUROPE
$399

Special Olson. Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything

1
OFFICE MACHINES

Long Beach, which should
breeze through its first two games,
is the only state college team that
has topped the Spartans this season.

FOOTHILL GRADS
#
1478 ’W. San Carlos
Foothill Junior College grads
*
tr
Telephone 286-3670
Gary Ilman and Sheldon Ellsworth
is
*
across from
it
* have added good scoring and de*
Lou’s Village Restaurant
*
*
* fensive ability, respectively.
ti Use your Baukamericard :
it
Tom Grimm and Dave Timpone
****** ***** *************
are also offensive treats for the
defending champs, but Saari could
.beat. most seams by himself.
In the Spartan contest, Saari
tallied seven of Long Beach’s 10
goals, enough to personally top
SJS’s total of six.

TT.Y-7

Footballers Barking Up Wrong Tree?

That loss came the day after
SJS was beaten by the nation’s
top college team, UCLA, when the
Spurts were mentally weakened

Specializing in
SE
et

"Cal Poly is very strong physically, and is probably the best conditioned team in the tournament,"
Walton reported. -It has had twoa -day workouts for most of the
season."

Bite Worse Than Bark

Walton knows that Cal Poly is
vastly improved over last year,
and since its is from a water polo
area Is expecting the worse.

STUDENTS
1

Cal Poly is expected to meet the
Sparta in the semi-final game, but
Walton doesn’t know what to expect from it.

SP ART.AN

NovonTher 17 15)Ag

intercepted. Recknagel picked up
15 yards on three consecutive
itushes and covered the last yard
IM a one-yard pass to Lou Basile.
Taus’ quarterback Bill Ardis was
voted Most Valuable Player while
Rick Keuchle and Ted Brannon
also were chosen to the 12-man allstar team.
Me and Them, placed Jim Lotz
and Bill Meyer on the elite club.
The remainder of the team included Gary Stepansky, Sigma Nu:
Frank MacQuarrie, SAE; Don
McSwain, Theta Chi; John Eck wall, the Fruits; Greg Davis, Theta
Chi; Bob Watts, SAE, and Steve
Lenheim, Sigma Phi Epsilon.

CIGS

15c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Crest lg. size

Man’s or
Woman’s

FROM

ONLY 4295
Top quality steel construction
Assembled andserviced
teed
G

Pauh

3123 Williambsurg Dr. at Winchester

15c
5c
10c
10c
29c

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
6th 6 Keyes
13t5 & Julian

Phone 378-4301

Behind McDonald’s

The United man is coming!
The United man is coming!

For additional information
Contact
Student Placement Office

w/Minimum Purchase
of $2
and

4th 6 William’,
10fh 6 Taylor

San Jose
Auto Tape Center

Cycli

1435 The Alameda, San Jose
293.9766
Open Toes.-Sat. 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. until 9 p.m.
Closed Sun. & Mon.

5995
ALL CUSTOM TAPES $5

Are you ready/ He’ll want to know all about
you ... to see if you’ll qualify for a job
with United Air Lines (world’s largest). He’s
got lots of positionsfrom Accounting to
Stewardessing. See Him!

Opposite Mystery House

Starting Monday, November 14, until Christmas
Open every night until 9 p.m., Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

3 SPEED
BICYCLES

UNITED AIR LINES
as EKAo31.:7""

Job Interviews

\
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On you way to 5a) shore

..

.$ Federated Pharmacy .:
$ 1206 E. Santa Clara at 25th

Open Mon -Fri., 9 ean..6 p.m.
s.
s’..
sdata itinkril Id Equalization. Ac-i
’;’,. Set., 9 am.-) p.m.
293.7547 N
is anted tor aurti-1
0
ZsZ High Quality lo. pricer..:
Z Save 50. on a .ci..ert4scd spec..11 Ail It r.) (
( .1011 Z% Your AS8 card ,s Y., Passport to .S.
litewie- :id sZ preselipton 5..91 at Federated i.: pan).
ss ministration and liberal arts malore are wanted for sales engini.ers, construction, planning, indusCOLGATE
RING SIZE
TOOTHPASTE
PREVENTS
TOOTH DECAY’
ItIcam 14111 Mr out and retail n
iii’ lo Allen (or slims ,,our

SUI
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97

amp,
1191
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FREI: (101.1)
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Flo111. I must

be returned
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UP

LATE STUDYING?

When you’re up late

_ --

at

night studying and hunger

strikes you, come by Tico’s. Pick up a couple of
barbecued +acos. They’re only 2 for a quarter.
to take care of your hunger,
whenever it might be.

Phone Crders 25’7-8421

4th and St. James

1,2

WANTED: HAIRCUTS. lit, in in. if, we TWO
cut it Pete’, Barber Shop. Two barbers.
$1.80. 58 S. 4th Street.

BEDROOM

luny apply for customer engineering positions.
IBM. Informational Records Division, Business, math, engineering.
physical science and liberal arts
majors wanted for record systems analyst in marketing.

,r",ment.
con allow. 1

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
’56 FORD

Labor Secretary
Calls Draft Unfair

’59 MGA. R a go -..d too, side c ,rtai-s,
tonneau. Gond rJbber Re’s Iced. $450.
294.2927 R- trn 105 ;.,,

379094

’LOST AND FOUND (41

4

LOST: Cermet-, brooch al Delta Sigma Ns
horne,ming dance, Nov. 5. Reward, Call
Sherilyn, 286.8258.
with
B
LOST: Boxerflea-1,.
t face,
- Nov. 10.
266 8098.
LOST: Black female d

eveni-r11.

’60 PORSCHE. Cabriolet, exce,lent con.
‘.’
..no to appreciate. $1,890
oest
127-6101 nfter 6 rim.
’63 VOLKSWAGEN. R
re,k. biue. Exce;’ent
0934.
’66 HONDA

rIt

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share two bedroom apt. $75. 620 S. 7th St., Apt. 4.
792-9502.

TWO -BEDROOM furnished apt. for root.
- campus. Across from
r
t. 351 S. 11th, 286-9351.

243 55.3

’64 DODGE DART GT, ,onvertible

now

Call 287.
1.800

PERSONALS 171

7co

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
r,nes. Originen jewelry in east gold and
.jeer. George larimore. 354-1273.

r..’ up,"

;

G-16

11

Now, WHA1I5 TH15
YOU FEEL 1VE

TR-4A. IRS,

L%-Fo’rx

RUMOR C.OMING PACKTO ME THAT

BEEN PICKING ON YOU IN CL155,

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
Innuallv. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Term Papers.
Thesis, Only 350 a page. 258 4335.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed. 243-63t3. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING in my home. Experienced, de.
reodable. reasonable. Phone 294-1313.

’56 VW. -

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just till out and clip
this handy order
blank.

11111111=741Ma
FOR SALE. 7
date ,i1,/
t-- t-reo aril,. 293 06513.
GIBSON five. irel

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose Stdte
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.

Mostort--

,‘,3 1.
PORI ABLE

proposed

Wednesday

a

national

board"

to

register

"opportunity

youths for community service, education and job training as well as
military service.
He said it could be tried on a
voluntary basis first, and possibly make it compulsory later if
necessary.
Wirtz told Catholic University
students they were benefiting from
"a Selective Service System more
haphazard and inequitable than
any method yet tried or suggested
for selection for military service."
In his prepared speech, he said
the present draft system "almost
compels, as I see it, sonic kind
of lottery system for selection for
military service."

TYPEWRITER. P

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time
3 lines

FOREVER’

1.50

2.25

2.50--

2.00

2.75

3.00 --

5 lines

2.50

3.25

6

3.00
_

. 3.75

4.00

ir Ito g 11rant,,
TYPING. t
rno,e,t Call 259 5118

.50

.50

.50

TRANSPORTATION 191

lines
_
Add tnis
amount for
each addl.
boast line

HELP WANTED 141
NEED: r,nity-1,-1 PI,1"
, Frontier Village A.- ,
all 225.1500.
SALESMEFITNeer-erChriktmee.
maagers to work
is excellent. Apply
w. 25 at McClandless $1.$2-$3
Tree lot on Story Road,
7s4.7787.
MATURE GIRL . l car, for light house
work nod babysintrig. $1.25 per hour.
757-3801.
WANTED: Married couple to marane
l
79/ 51/
apt how,.
I
295-2721.

No refunds possible on

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
I ost and Found (6)
o Personals (7)
EI Services (8)
j Tiansportation (9)
E)
(:3
1:1
[1,

-/

3.50-

Print your ad hers:
(Count approsimately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Three times Five times

lines

4

;.
KALOKAGOTHIA

One time

EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, for,
naper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electr.
Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378
8577.
TUTORING: Math, Arith., Algebra, T..
’ -.merry, Calculus. Sciences, Ph/
.
Chem. Call 2958041.
QUALITY TYPING in my home. Fie&
).1 269 2953.

canceled ads.

;

RIDE WANTED over Christmas to ano
,t, -n Pennsylvania. Will sha,,
-’1,t Alfred Snyder, Roe,-o
,
Hall.
i STUDENTS I,
,-,edelejere
I Mm’ Hen M.. .
fer. tort,
.
Hellos to th.,
711

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206
Daily

Name
OKI

tPleeie P-mt)
Phone

Address_

9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

Start all on
I Der.)

For
16.

days.
-

Enclosed is $

Sand in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or chock. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classified’.
1 Phone 794 6414, Eat 7465
I .

292.3141 Ext. 205
OR

Contact Placement Office for
Nov. 18 Campus Interview
CITY OF SAN JOSE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

When our mechanic
is finished working
on that Volkswagen,
he’ll work on your
Volkswagen. And
when he’s finished
working on your
Volkswagen, he’ll
work on another
Volkswagen.
Not much vo uety,

but he sure kr,cst,::,

Spartan Volkswagen
286-8800

1560 N. First Street

CD osRees

JET
EAST?

* SALE *

SERVICES 181

’62 SPRITE.
, ,
’61 PONTIAC TE-MPEST
,

GO MEMCAN...

Room 211

11111el. 7:30 p.m., Newman Center. Rabbi Familant will speak on
"The Spiritual Strangulation of Soviet Jews."

FOR SALE
klti,131CAN

GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share 3
bedroom. furnished apt. with two others.
$50 a month. all utilities paid. 453 S.
10th or call 287.0969 before 12 noon.

,,.:;t0

AUTOMOTIVE Ill

"

Carlos Streets.

Occupational Therapy Club, 4
p.m., Health Building, 301. SpeakIBM, Office of Products Di- ers on O.T. summer programs.
vision. All majors needed as sales
Semper Fidells Society, 6:30
’representatives.
p.m., 112.
Baptist Student Unit) n, 7:30
p.m., M1-1221.
Le Cercele Francois, 7:30 p.m..
Bldg. NS. Round table questions
and answers on the French life
PEOPLE
with students who have lived in
\ 1 (10PEDIA SET
France.
lueluding 5 Yearbooks
Sangha (’lub, 1:30 p.m., TA217.
and 2 Dictionaries
To play "Go" and to organize meet$350 VALUEings for "Go."
SACRIFICE FOR $100
TOMORROW
Phone 292.5.111
Neer to Campus
International Students Organization, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and

TWO ROOMS for men. Single or double.
. ,ges. 86 S. 12th St. Call TWO -BEDROOM APT. Furnished, l/2 blk.
,rh - college. 48 S.
41h, $139 per
ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted ft ONE OR TWO MEN to share apt. with month. See Apt. 18 or call 292-7852.
tn,n
’t..49 50pnr month. 470 S.
share three -bedroom
,hers. 3 bedrcorn. luxu,ous. 243- GIRL WANTED
11th Sr. Apt. 28. Call 286-6146.
house. Two blocks from school. $35 a me.
8)89.
455 San Salvador. 287.0798.

SUNDAY SINEMA, N-tr.
Aci,o,ttt,.. of
rir
141 It 1 r

Rho Epsilon, National Real Estate Fraternity, 7 p.m., Garden
City Ilerbrau, Ilidelberg Room.
Guest speaker Olney Smith. head
of San Jose Redevelopment Agency
will talk. Dinner preceeding meeting at 6 p.m.

WASHINGTON 1AP) - SecreCO -5D BOARDING house, 5 contracts
18 meals per week. Will take tary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz,
293 9582. Glen.
calling the military draft unfair,

FURNISHE’D

HOUSING (TO

13. Robe, t Medson of the West 19.o
Area opera association will six,,T.

ittgi t.I
The New Wineskin, 8 p.m. tr.
a.m., The New Wineskin Coil,
house. Tenth and San Fernand..
2nd. Annual
Folksinger John Detrieh will la-,
Taco Eat Out
form.
Sikh . Cultural Society, 12 ;:i
AWN. 3:30 p.m.. ADM229. Judip.m., Cafeteria A. Meeting to &Delta Upsilon Fret,
cial
board.
stems Developing Divialon.
cuss plans for the formation (.1 .
155 S. 11th
I
iti-Ill-.111.11 and mechaniLandoll. Alpha F:psilon, ProfesSikh cultural society. All SO,’
cal en.Urreering majors as well as sional Law Enforcement FraternNov. 20
Sunday,
and others interested
math and physics :ire wanted in ity, 4 p.m., 1111-1526. A general students
applied research, product develop- meeting will be conducted and a invited.
ment and manufacturing and pro- film will be shown, "Narcotic Narcosis," and refreshments will be
gramming.
IBM Data Proci,sing Ills talon. served. :Members and non-members
Majors in engineering, physical wi- invited.
ener. math. MBA with undergrad
Chem. Club, 8 p.m., ED413.
ac in engineering are needed
College Life. 6:59 p.m.. Alpha
Ina rketing representatives and Omicron Pi, 408 S. 8th St. "Bud"
Are you police officer material? You are if you have 60
, ii -ms engineers.
Hinkson, former University of Oreunits of college credit, art. male, het WCell 21.31, and want to
work in a progressive department with a thorough training
IBM, Field Engineering Division. gon student body president, now
ge available in the
program. There are 30 full -lime op
Electrical, mechanical and elec- associated with the Campus CruCity of San Jose. Apply now at ...
tronics engineering majors as well sade for Christ will speak.
:is physics, math technological arts
Chriatian Science Organization.
801 N. First St.
City Hall
and industrial technology majors 7:30 p.m., chapel at Tenth and San

Spcnixin Daily Classifieds
AN NOUN

Thursday, November 17, 1966
_

Earn $638 to S776 a month

2011-1110

*.

8-SPARTAN DAILY

POLICE OFFICER?

iHow Cleo

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

.

TODAY

trial, electrical engineers as well as Division. Business administration,
sales representatives.
marketing and liberal arts maCresol. County. Ali majiirs are iiirs may apply Is sales trainees in
.pital supplies.
urged to app13. for positions in
social work, business administrathat:lam-Pacific. Chemical em,ition, public administration. engi- r-e: ing majors needed in project
neering. nursim:
engineering.
Johnson and
II...pit al
Syellem. Manufacturing

1 AM A (.1)1 PON

.V4I1 Card.) .ts a reward :toil

Spartaguide

YES
All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage
If you are planning to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th
RESERVE NOW-PAY LATER
Air fares, round trip, tor
$217.65
New York
217.65
Philadelphia
233.00
Washington, D.C.
249.50
Boston
200.00
Honolulu
"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tax"

We have block space
via TWA and A.A.L.
jets departing Dec. 17,
9 a.m, to the East.
RETURN ANY DAY

SPACE LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
EOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED

Up to 1/2 Off & More on Regular
Merchandise from Both Our Stores
Downstairs at our campus shop only.
Open Tonight until 9 p.m.

MEN’S
*Jackets & Coats

Sweaters
Wash l’ants
Sport Shirts
Dress Shirts
Misr. Reins
SJS Sweatshirti,. Reg. s3.95.

Now $1.95

ViTOMEN’S
Sweaters

Skirts
Blouses
Dresses
our Illrf-tnshion nickel rands, dept.
Ilure your hair rut in "Jimmie’s !lather Shop"
inside of mir men’s shnp
*

Si UDENT STAND BY NOT
EFFECTIVE DEC. 15.24 AND
JAN. 2.4

A.sk about our new MOSHER’S LTD. CREDIT CARD
Special arrangements for S.J.S. students

San Jose Travel Service

Corner of 3ril & San Fernaiolo Streets

771 S First St

San Jose

297-8000

also linen & Cuuntrs I ;nage

